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Abstra t. This paper ta kles the problem that methods for propositionalization and feature onstru tion in rst-order logi to date onstru t
features in a rather unspe i way. That is, they do not onstru t features
\on demand", but rather in advan e and without dete ting the need for
a representation hange. Even if stru tural features are required, urrent
methods do not onstru t these features in a goal-dire ted fashion.
In previous work, we presented a method that reates stru tural features in a lass-sensitive manner: We queried the mole ular feature
miner (MolFea) for features (linear mole ular fragments) with a minimum frequen y in the positive examples and a maximum frequen y in
the negative examples, su h that they are, statisti ally signi ant, overrepresented in the positives and under-represented in the negatives. In
the present paper, we go one step further. We onstru t stru tural features in order to dis riminate between those examples from di erent
lasses that are parti ularly problemati to lassify. In order to avoid
over tting, this is done in a boosting framework. We are alternating
AdaBoost re-weighting episodes and feature onstru tion episodes in order to onstru t stru tural features \on demand". In a feature onstru tion episode, we are querying for features with a minimum umulative
weight in the positives and a maximum umulative weight in the negatives, where the weights stem from the previous AdaBoost iteration.
In summary, we propose to onstru t stru tural features \on demand"
by a ombination of AdaBoost and an extension of MolFea to handle
weighted learning instan es.

1 Introdu tion
In the past few years, both ma hine learning and indu tive logi programming
have devoted a lot of attention to feature onstru tion [21, 13, 4, 3, 15℄ . Features
are onstru ted either in a lass-blind [4℄ or in a lass sensitive manner [21℄.
However, urrent methods still onstru t features in a rather unspe i way.
That is, they do not onstru t features \on demand", but rather in advan e
and without dete ting the need for a representation hange. Even if stru tural
features are required, urrent methods usually do not onstru t these features in

a goal-dire ted fashion. In this paper, we investigate the possibility of a \demanddriven" onstru tion of stru tural features.
Changing the representation on demand in ILP is not new. The system
MODELER [23℄ formed new on epts if the number of ex eptions to a rule
be ame unplausibly large. De Raedt [5℄ proposed to shift the bias towards a
more expressive representation language if the urrent language is not suÆ ient
to express the on ept. The present work is also related to other approa hes
that shift the bias to in reasingly expressive representation languages, but do
not fo us on the demand-driven aspe t [2, 1℄. The work des ribed in this paper di ers in several respe ts. Firstly, the expressiveness of the representation
language is not hanged. Se ondly, the learning setting is the one of indu tive
on ept learning, where we assume noise in the data. Thirdly, we deal with the
demand-driven onstru tion of stru tural features.
The idea of demand-driven feature onstru tion in ILP is also related to
the idea of using ILP methods only where propositional learning fails, or, more
pre isely, of using an ILP algorithm in order to orre t the mistakes made by a
propositional learning algorithm. One submission by Srinivasan and o-workers
to the PTE-2 hallenge [22℄ based on this idea turned out to be optimal under
ertain ost fun tions and/or lass distributions a ording to ROC analysis.
In previous work, we introdu ed the Mole ular Feature Miner (MolFea)
[7, 16, 17℄, a domain spe i indu tive database that is apable of sear hing
for linear mole ular fragments ( orresponding to features) of interest in large
databases of hemi al ompounds. For instan e, one an query the system for
features (linear mole ular fragments) with a minimum frequen y in the positive examples and a maximum frequen y in the negative examples, su h that
they are, statisti ally signi ant, over-represented in the positives and underrepresented in the negatives. Re ent eviden e with MolFea [16℄ showed, that
su h a lass-sensitive feature onstru tion an be bene ial in onjun tion with
lassi al Ma hine Learning systems. In the present paper, we go one step further. We onstru t stru tural features in order to dis riminate between those
examples from di erent lasses that are parti ularly problemati to lassify. In
order to avoid over tting, this is done in a boosting framework. In a feature
onstru tion episode, we are querying for features with a mininum umulative
weight in the positives and a maximum umulative weight in the negatives. This
requires an extension of MolFea to handle not only frequen ies of instan es,
but also weights.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tions 2 and 3 introdu e the mole ular
feature miner and its extension for handling weighted instan es. In Se tion 4, we
present our approa h to the demand-driven onstru tion of stru tural features.
After the se tion on experimental results, we on lude the paper.

2 The Mole ular Feature Miner

MolFea

In this se tion, we brie y review the Mole ular Feature Miner (MolFea).
MolFea is a domain spe i indu tive database whi h aims at mining mole u-
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Fig. 1. Example ompound in a 2-D representation. ' l
example fragment o urring in the mole ule.
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lar fragments (features) of interest in hemi al data. The level-wise version spa e
algorithm ( f. [18℄) forms its basis. More information an be found in [7, 16, 17℄.
Indu tive databases follow Mannila and Toivonen's [18℄ formulation of the general pattern dis overy task. Given a database r, a language L for expressing
patterns, and a onstraint q , nd the theory of r with respe t to L and q , i.e.
T h(L; r; q ) = f 2 L j q (r; ) is trueg. Viewed in this way T h(L; r; q ) ontains
all senten es within the pattern language onsidered that make the onstraint q
true.
2.1

Mole ular fragments

A mole ular fragment is de ned as a sequen e of linearly onne ted atoms. For
instan e, 'o s ' is a fragment meaning: \an oxygen atom with a single bond
to a sulfur atom with a single bond to a arbon atom". In su h expressions ' ',
'n', ' l', et . denote elements, and ' ' denotes a single bond, '=' a double bond,
'#' a triple bond, and '' an aromati bond. As ommon in the literature, we
only onsider \heavy" (i.e., non-hydrogen) atoms in this paper.
We assume that the system is given a database of example ompounds and
that ea h of the example ompounds in the database is des ribed using a 2-D
representation. The information given there onsists of the elements of the atoms
of a mole ule and the bond orders (single, double, triple, aromati ). An example
ompound in su h a representation is shown in Fig. 1.
A mole ular fragment f overs an example ompound e if and only if f
onsidered as a graph is a subgraph of example e. For instan e, fragment ' l 
  o' overs the example ompound in Fig. 1.
There are a number of interesting properties of the language of mole ular
fragments M:
{

fragments in M are partially ordered by the is more general than relation;
when fragment g is more general than fragment s we will write g  s;

{

{

within this partial order, two synta ti ally di erent fragments are equivalent
only when they are a reversal of one another; e.g. ' o s' and 's o '
denote the same substru ture;
g  s if and only if g is a subsequen e of s or g is a subsequen e of the
reversal of s; e.g. ' o'  ' o s'.

Note that the representation of mole ular fragments is relatively restri ted
ompared to some other representations employed in data mining, su h as rstorder queries [4℄ or subgraphs [12℄. Although fragments are a relatively restri ted
representation of hemi al stru ture, it is easy for trained hemists to re ognize
the fun tional group(s) that a given fragment o urs in. Thus, the interpretation
of a fragment reveals more than meets the eye.
2.2

Constraints on fragments

The features that will be onstru ted an be de laratively spe i ed using a onjun tion of primitive onstraints 1 ^ ::: ^ n . The primitive onstraints i that
an be imposed on the unknown target fragments f are :
{

{

{

f  p, p  f , :(f  p) and :(p  f ): where f is the unknown target
fragment and p is a spe i pattern; this type of primitive onstraint denotes
that f should (not) be more spe i (general) than the spe i ed fragment p;
e.g. the onstraint ' o'  f spe i es that f should be more spe i than
' o', i.e. that f should ontain ' o' as a subsequen e;
freq (f; D) denotes the relative frequen y of a fragment f on a set of
mole ules D; the relative frequen y of a fragment f w.r.t. a dataset D is
de ned as the per entage of mole ules in D that f overs;
freq (f; D1 )  t, freq (f; D2 )  t where t is a positive real number and
D1 and D2 are sets of mole ules; this onstraint denotes that the relative
frequen y of f on the dataset Di should be larger than (resp. smaller than)
or equal to t; e.g. the onstraint freq (f; P os)  0:95 denotes that the target
fragments f should have a minimum relative frequen y of 95 % on the set
of mole ules P os.

If weights are asso iated with instan es, we an generalize frequen y-related
onstraints to weight-related onstraints:
{
{

sum weights(f; D) denotes the sum of the weights of the instan es in D
overed by a fragment f ;
sum weights(f; D1 )  t, sum weights(f; D2 )  t where t is a positive real
number and D1 and D2 are sets of mole ules; this onstraint denotes that
the sum of the weights of those examples in D1 (resp. D2 ) overed by f
should be larger than (resp. smaller than) or equal to t.

These primitive onstraints an now onjun tively be ombined in order to
de laratively spe ify the target fragments of interest. Note that the onjun tion
may spe ify onstraints w.r.t. any number of datasets, e.g. imposing a minimum

frequen y on a set of a tive mole ules, and a maximum one on a set of ina tive
ones. E.g. the following onstraint:
(0

o0  f ) ^ :(f
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(freq (f; A t)  0:95) ^ freq (f; Ina t)  0:05)

queries for all fragments that in lude the sequen e ' o', are not a subsequen e
of ' o s
o s', have a frequen y on A t that is larger than 95 per ent
and a frequen y on Ina t that is smaller than 5 per ent.

3 Solving onstraints
In this se tion, we show that the solutionspa e sol( 1 ^ ::: ^ n ) in M for a onjun tive onstraint 1 ^ ::: ^ n is a versionspa e and an therefore be represented
by its borders.
Due to the fa t that the primitive onstraints i are independent of one
another, it follows that

sol( 1 ^ ::: ^

n

) = sol( 1 ) \ ::: \ sol( n )

So, we an nd the overall solutions by taking the interse tion of the primitive
ones.
Se ondly, ea h of the primitive onstraints is monotoni or anti-monotoni
w.r.t. generality ( f. [18℄). A onstraint is monotoni (resp. anti-monotoni )
w.r.t. generality whenever

8s; g 2 M : (g  s) ^ (g 2 sol( )) ! (s 2 sol( ))
(resp. (s 2 sol( )) ! (g 2 sol( ))). The basi anti-monotoni onstraints in
our framework are: (f  p); (freq (f; D)  m); (sum weights(f; D)  m), the
basi monotoni ones are (p  f ); (freq (f; D)  m); (sum weights(f; D)  m).

Furthermore the negation of a monotoni onstraint is anti-monotoni and vi e
versa.
Monotoni and anti-monotoni onstraints are important be ause their solution spa e is bounded by a border. This fa t is well-known in both the data
mining literature ( f. [18℄), where the borders are often denoted by BD+ , as
well as the ma hine learning literature ( f. [19℄), where the symbols S and G are
typi ally used.
To de ne borders, we need the notions of minimal and maximal elements of
a set w.r.t. generality. Let F be a set of fragments, then de ne

min(F ) = ff 2 F j :9q 2 F : f  q g
max(F ) = ff 2 F j :9q 2 F : q  f g1
1 Note that min gives the minimally general elements, and max the maximally general
ones. In ontrast, g  s means that g is more general than s.

We an now de ne the borders S ( ) and G( )2 of a primitive onstraint as

G( ) = max(sol( )) and S ( ) = min(sol( ))
Anti-monotoni onstraints will have G( ) = f>g and for proper onstraints
S ( ) 6= f?g; proper monotoni onstraints have S ( ) = f?g and G( ) 6= f>g.
Furthermore, as in Mit hell's versionspa e framework we have that

sol( ) = ff

2 M j 9s 2 S ( ); 9g 2 G( ) : g  f  sg

This last property implies that S ( ) (resp. G( )) are proper borders for antimonotone (resp. monotone) onstraints.
So, we have that the set of solutions sol( i ) to ea h primitive onstraint is a
simple versionspa e ompletely hara terized by S ( i ) and G( i ). Therefore, the
set of solutions sol( 1 ^ ::: ^ n ) to a onjun tive onstraint 1 ^ ::: ^ n will also be
ompletely hara terized by the orresponding S ( 1 ^ ::: ^ n ) and G( 1 ^ ::: ^ n ).
Elsewhere [7, 6℄, we have presented algorithms for omputing the S and G sets
orresponding to the onstraints. The algorithm basi ally integrates the levelwise
algorithm by Mannila and Toivonen [18℄ with Mellish's des ription identi ation
algorithm. In prin iple, one might also employ Hirsh's version spa e merging
algorithm [11℄.

4 Constru ting Stru tural Features On Demand
In the previous se tion, we summarized the basi ideas underlying our domain
spe i indu tive database MolFea. Using MolFea, we an de laratively spe ify the features of interest by a set of onstraints. The spa e of all fragments (and
orresponding to the fragments, the features) satisfying the onstraints takes the
form of a version spa e.
In order to onstru t stru tural features on demand, we performed two preliminary experiments: in the rst one, we performed iterations of feature onstru tion, where we queried for features that dis riminate two individual, mislassi ed examples from di erent lasses. In the se ond, we queried for features
that dis riminate between the false positives (resp. false negatives) and the positives (resp. negatives), either in one or in several iterations. In all of these ases,
there were indi ations of over tting. Thus, we devised a novel approa h in the
framework of boosting.
In the novel approa h, we interleave AdaBoost [10℄ re-weighting episodes and
feature onstru tion episodes. Another view on the approa h would be that we
are boosting a weak learner that onsists of weight-sensitive feature onstru tion
and some propositional learning algorithm.
In Table 1, the pseudo- ode of our novel approa h is shown. As the pseudoode indi ates, we perform regular AdaBoost iterations. In the rst iteration,
2 At this point, we will follow Mit hell's terminology, be ause he works with two dual
borders (a set of maximally general solutions G and a set of maximally spe i
S ). In data mining, one typi ally only works with the S -set.

ones

Pseudo- ode of AdaBoost, as instantiated in the presented approa h. The
basi AdaBoost pro edure repeatedly queries MolFea for features (fragments) that
are over-represented in the positive examples E+ and under-represented in the negative
examples E . These features are used in a propositional learner. For simpli ity of
presentation, we in luded two exit statements in the pseudo ode.

Table 1.

AdaBoost(E+; E ; P ropF eatures; MaxIt)
All training examples in E+ [ E are weighted by wi = 1=N

pro edure

j := 1;

repeat
if
j=1
then F sj := P ropF eatures
else F sj := MolFea(E+ ; E );
if F sj = ; then exit

Hj := PropLearner(F sj ; E+ ; E );
j := weighted error rate of Hj on E+ [ E
if j = 0 or j > 1=2 then exit
j
j := log 1 
j
for ea h ei 2 E+ [ E do
if
mis lassifies(Hj ; ei )
1 
then wi := wi j j
renormalize all weights wi to sum up to 1
until j = MaxIt
return hypotheses Hj weighted by j

we use the initial propositional features P ropF eatures that are given as an input argument. In further iterations, MolFea attempts to onstru t stru tural
features with a high umulative weight in the positive examples and a low umulative weight in the negatives. Thus, the feature onstru tion algorithm (like the
propositional learner applied subsequently) fo uses attention on those examples
that are diÆ ult to lassify.
The parameters for alling MolFea are determined as follows: We are seeking features (fragments) that are over-represented in the positive examples E+
and under-represented in the negative examples E . If we had a dataset with
a weight of one for ea h instan e, we ould do the following: We are interested
in fragments with a minimum frequen y of, say, 6, 10, 15, 20, respe tively, and
apply the 2 -Test to a 2  2 ontingen y table with the lass as one variable and
the o urren e of the fragment as the other one to determine the maximum allowable frequen y in the negative examples. If we multiply the AdaBoost weights
of the examples by N , the number of training examples, then we an pro eed in

Results of the new approa h in standard ILP ben hmark domains. It. denotes the number of iterations, A . denotes the predi tive a ura y of ten-fold rossvalidation if the maximum number of iterations was set to the resp. value; # H.'s
denotes the number of hypotheses from ten-fold ross-validation that are onstru ted
in the resp. iteration (note that the pro ess an stop due to a number of reasons); Av.
C. denotes the average number of onditions in PART hypotheses of the resp. iteration
(also note that PART might just return the empty default theory).

Table 2.

PTE
Mutag.
Biodeg.
It. A . # H.'s Av. C. A . # H.'s Av. C. A . # H.'s Av. C.
1 62.9
10
1.0 81.4
10
6.3 59.5
10
2.1
2 62.9
10
7.9 79.8
10 14.8 67.7
10
9.0
3 63.8
10
2.6 88.8
10 25.6 72.9
10
7.9
4 63.8
3
0.3 85.6
10 22.9 73.8
9
4.9
5 63.8
1
0.0 86.7
10 14.8 74.7
5
4.6
6 {
{
{ 88.3
10
9.9 74.7
3
0.3
7 {
{
{ 88.3
8
2.1 74.7
1
0.0
8 {
{
{ 88.8
5
3.6 {
{
{
9 {
{
{ 87.8
5
3.0 {
{
{
10 {
{
{ 88.3
3
1.0 {
{
{

analogy to the above ase in order to determine the values of the minimum and
maximum umulative weights in the queries posed to MolFea.3

5 Experimental Results
The goal of the experimentation (as des ribed in this se tion) was to show
{
{

that it is possible to improve upon the initial propositional representation
by the onstru tion of new stru tural features, and
that the approa h is not prone to over tting.

We performed experiments in three real-world domains: ar inogeni ity predi tion [22℄ (the PTE-2 dataset), mutageni ity predi tion [20℄ and biodegradability predi tion [8℄. For biodegradation predi tion, we used a two- lass version
(degradable or not) with a half-life time (HLT) threshold of 4 weeks.
The initial propositional features were: the result of the Ames test for the
PTE data, the LUMO and logP values for mutageni ity, and the mole ular
weight and the logP for biodegradability. The maximum number of iterations
was set to 10. PART [9℄, one of the best rule learning systems available today,
was hosen as the propositional learner in the AdaBoost iterations. The settings for feature onstru tion were as des ribed above: the minimum umulative
weight (multiplied by N ) was set to 6, 10, 15 and 20, respe tively. The maximum
umulative weight was set dependent on the lass distribution (that is a tually
modi ed during AdaBoost iterations).
3 Note that the sum of weights of the training examples is always one in AdaBoostM1.

Table 2 summarizes the results from 10-fold ross- validation: In all three
domains, it shows that the approa h is able to improve upon the initial representation. As the number of iterations in rease, the generalization performan e
in reases as well, and peaks after a few iterations. Thus, we may on lude that
the approa h indeed improves over the initial propositional representation and
that it shows no sign of over tting. Interestingly, the algorithm stops quite early
in several ases, sin e MolFea annot nd any more statisti ally signi ant
stru tural features in the data.
Note that we did not make any attempts to tune the parameters: we just used
AdaBoostM1 in onjun tion with PART as is (the default settings). Besides, as
mentioned above, our goal was to show that the overall approa h improves upon
the initial representation and that it does not over t the training data.

6 Con lusion
In this paper we ta kled the problem of a demand-driven onstru tion of stru tural features by a ombination of weight-related queries posed to the mole ular
feature miner MolFea and the AdaBoost framework. Although the approa h
was presented in the ontext of mole ular fragments, it is possible to adapt it
to other pattern domains, su h as, e.g., rst-order Datalog queries. We believe
that many extensions of this work are on eivable. Di erent pattern domains,
di erent ma hine learning systems and di erent variants of boosting ould be
investigated in the future.
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